Introduction
The accurate delineation of targets and organs at risk (OAR) is crucial for radiotherapy (RT). Despite the rapid development of image techniques, such as MRI and PET/CT, improving the accuracy of target definitions, [1] [2] [3] computed tomography (CT) imaging is still the main medical modality in defining targets and OAR for RT.
The slice thickness of a CT image is one of the important factors influencing the definition of targets and OAR. 4 Based on a water phantom, Srivastava et al found that the variability of volumes with slice thicknesses was considerable, especially for small volume structures such as 1-3 cm 3 , and the differences were smaller for larger volumes with a cutoff of about 20 cm 3 . 5 Our previous phantom studies, based on a series of spherical phantoms ranging from 0.02 to 1151 cm 3 with slice thicknesses of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.5 and 8.0 mm, showed that the volume of <1 cm 3 was underestimated 2%-100% for a slice thickness of ≤5 mm, but overestimated up 3680 luo et al to 112% for a slice thickness >5 mm for volumes of >1 cm 3 . The relative error decreased, and it was nearly zero for a slice thickness >100 cm 3 . 6 Prionas et al also performed a similar study and showed that a smaller slice thickness and a larger volume produced a more accurate volume assessment than larger slice thicknesses and smaller volumes. 7 The error on the definition of targets and OAR ultimately affects dose evaluation and comparison of treatment plans, since the dose-volume histogram (DVH) relies on computation of doses to certain volumes in a treatment planning system (TPS). 8, 9 Some radiotherapy technologies employing high gradients of dose, such as intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and stereotactic body radiotherapy, are more sensitive to these errors, compared to three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy. Some studies demonstrated that the insufficient delineation of a planning target volume because of target mobility was a contributing factor in local failure after curative radiotherapy of lung cancer. 10, 11 Similarly, the underestimate or overestimate of targets and OAR caused by different slice thicknesses also affected the treatment efficacy and the quality of life of the patient. For brain tumors, Prabhakar et al 12 suggested that a 2.5 mm slice thickness was optimum for tumors <25 cm 3 and 5.0 mm was optimum for tumors >25 cm 3 in three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy. A study by Caivano et al study recommended 1 or 2 mm slice thicknesses for small targets in stereotactic body radiotherapy, and 4-6 mm for other volumes in three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy or IMRT. 13 A similar study was also found on rectal cancer, 14 however, a study evaluating slice thicknesses in thoracic cancer was not found.
The purpose of our study is to investigate impacts of CT slice thickness and reconstruction methods on volume evaluation and dosimetric coverage of targets and OAR in IMRT from patients with thoracic cancer, to ensure treatment efficacy and minimize risk of normal tissue toxicity with RT.
Patients and methods

Patient selection
Eleven patients diagnosed with thoracic cancer were randomly recruited for this trial. Ethics approval for this study was obtained from Chongqing Cancer Hospital's ethics committee, and all patients gave written informed consent. 
image reconstruction
In general, the three-dimensional (3D) images ware created from multiple two-dimensional (2D) images either automatically (using all the patient's 2D images) or manually (using a range of manually selected 2D images) in accordance with the primary axes of the 2D images. In this study, the 2-CT 3D images ware created automatically using all the patient's 2D images; 3D images with slice thicknesses of 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm (4-CT, 6-CT, 8-CT, and 10-CT) were reconstructed manually in the selection workspace of Eclipse TPS using a range of manually selected 2D images. When selecting 2D images manually, two methods were adopted; the internal tumor information method and the external CT Reference three markers method. In the internal tumor information method, the layer showing the largest section through the target was selected as the initial layer ( Figure 1A ) and then the alternate selection at a regular spacing up and down was performed. In the external the CT Reference markers method, the layer showing the surface three metal markers was selected as the initial layer ( Figure 1B ) and then the alternate selection at a regular spacing up and down was performed.
Subsequently, for each series, 4-, 6-, 8-, and 10-CT images were merged with 2-CT image using rigid registration 
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impact of CT slice thickness on volume and dose evaluation in the 2-CT image were copied, slice by slice, to the reconstructed images to avoid the delineating deviation caused by intra-observer variability. The treatment plans were also copied to the reconstructed images and computed independently.
Plan evaluation
A conformity index, defined in Equation 1, 15, 16 was used to measure the target dose conformity.
where, TV RI was the target volume covered by the reference isodose (95%), V RI was the volume covered by the reference isodose (95%), and TV was the target volume. The target dose homogeneity was measured with a homogeneity index (HI) defined in Equation 2.
where, D 5% , D 95% indicated that at least 5%, 95% of the target volume received this dose, and D mean was the mean dose to target. The HI value was between 0 and 1, with 0 representing the ideal homogeneity, whereas the CI value was between 0 and 1, with one representing the ideal conformity. In OAR, the minimum and maximum dose of spinal cord, V 30 and V 40 of heart, and V 20 and V 30 of lung were analyzed and compared.
statistical analysis
Eleven CT series were obtained, and each series included a 2-CT image created automatically and a sub-series of 4-CT, 6-CT, 8-CT, 10-CT images reconstructed manually.
For each sub-series, all the data obtained in reconstructed images were compared with that obtained in the corresponding 2-CT image by using SPSS software version 23 (IBM Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
Volume analysis
Thirty-one irregular TVs were analyzed in this study. These targets were grouped, as shown in Table 1 . Figure 2 shows all TVs normalized to that in 2-CT images, and Figure 3 shows the statistical variations on volumes with respect to that in 2-CT images. The TV deviations in both methods decreased with increasing slice thickness of CT image, and the change in internal tumor information method was slightly smaller and smoother than that in the external CT Reference markers method, especially for targets of <50 cm 3 . As shown in Figure 2 , for targets of 1.3 cm 3 , the volume deviations in 10-CT, 8 -CT and 6-CT were 84.62%, 38.46% and 15.39% in internal tumor information method, and 84.62%, 84.62% and 13.77% in the external CT Reference markers method.
Dose conformity and homogeneity of target
The CI in both methods decreased with increasing slice thickness of CT image, and the change in internal tumor information method was slightly smaller and smoother than that in external CT Reference three markers method. As shown in Figure 4 , the changes in CI of small targets (<20 cm 3 ) were considerable, 5.4%, 17.5% in 8-CT, and 6.1%, 9.2% in 6-CT, for both methods, respectively; for targets of ≥20 cm 3 , the decrease was <2.0% in 6-CT, <4.3% in 8-CT, and <5.8% in 10-CT.
The change in HI was not sensitive to slice thickness and the difference between both methods was irregular, as shown in Figure 5 . For some cases with breast cancer, the change of HI increased with the increase of slice thickness and this value was ≤4.67%. The change in HI was -5.2%-6.08% for lung cancer and -8.33%-8.08% for esophageal cancer. 
OAR sparing
The volumes of spinal cord, lung and heart were 45.7±11. ) in 2-CT, respectively. The impacts of slice thickness on the minimum dose of spinal cord, and V 30 , V 40 of heart were considerable, as shown in Figure 6A , C, D. For example, in the internal tumor information method, the volume of spinal cord decreased by 7.7% between 2-CT and 10-CT in Patient 1, while its minimum dose increased by 88.1%; for heart, the volume decreased by 3.2% between 2-CT and 6-CT, while the V 30 and V 40 increased by 18.4% and 46.6%, respectively. The slice thickness had less impact on maximum dose to spinal cord, as shown in Figure 6B . The mean dose of spinal cord increased by an average of 3.1%. The slice thickness had no effect on dose to lung, as shown in Figure 6E , F. The dose to OAR made no significant difference between both methods.
Discussion
Prior to this study, the Chongqing Cancer Institute carried out a phantom study and proposed a simple and feasible quality assurance method for estimating the accuracy of margin growth. 6 This study investigated irregular TVs in thoracic cancer patients. A considerable variability of TVs between different CT slice thicknesses, especially for small targets, such as 1.3 cm 3 tumors, was found; the variation was smaller for larger targets. Our study showed that CT images with slice thickness of <4 mm would be optimum for small targets (<20 cm 3 ) in IMRT of thoracic cancer patients. However, some studies revealed a noise-limited minimum thickness, such as the slice thickness of 1.2 mm superior to 0.6 mm because of increasing dimpling artifacts. 18 Similarly, the slice thickness with the range of 0.8-2 mm had no considerable impact on the residual setup error of stereotactic radiosurgery target localization. 19 In brain cancer, previous studies suggested 2.5 mm for tumor of <25 cm 3 in three-dimensional conformal radia- 
Figure 4
The relative change in target Ci with respect to 2-CT images. Notes: error bars indicate ± 1 sD here, the internal tumor information method is represented by vertical column graph, and the external CT Reference markers method is represented by vertical column graph filled by some dense oblique lines. Abbreviations: Ci, conformity index; CT, computed tomography.
Figure 5
The relative change in target hi with respect to 2-CT images. Notes: error bars indicate ±1 sD. here, the internal tumor information method is represented by vertical column graph, and the external CT Reference markers method is represented by vertical column graph filled by some dense oblique lines. Abbreviations: CT, computed tomography; hi, homogeneity index.
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luo et al tion therapy and 1 or 2 mm in stereotactic body radiotherapy with small targets. 12, 13 But, the brain tumors were not in any way affected by respiratory motion, and targets of thoracic cancer were different. So, the minimum optimum thickness still needs to be investigated in future work.
The error in volume evaluation ultimately affected the integrity in plan evaluation as well as other radiobiological plan metrics. Our study showed that the conformity index of 95% isodose decreased with increasing slice thickness of CT image and HI was not affected. For OAR, the cardiac events were related to both dose and irradiated volume of heart. The mean V 20 , V 30 and V 40 of the contoured whole heart had a considerable impact on the symptomatic cardiac toxicities. 20 The incidence of risk increased with a variety of dose parameters. 21 Our study showed that V 30 and V 40 of whole heart were affected by slice thickness of the CT image. Thus, the optimal slice thickness was crucial for the accurate evaluation of these parameters, to the preferable OAR sparing.
The image reconstruction method also affected the volume and dose evaluations. In Srivastava's study, CT images with different slice thicknesses (1, 2, 3, 5, 10 mm) were obtained by repeating helical scans on a CT simulator. 5 In a study by Prionas et al, CT images with greater thicknesses (1.25, 2.50, 5.0 mm) were produced by averaging contiguous thin-slice images (0.625 mm). 7 Unlike both studies, we reconstructed a series of 3D images with greater thickness in Eclipse TPS selection workspace using a range of manually selected 2D images, which was similar to that found by Caivano et al. 13 However, how to choose the initial layer in the reconstruction process was one concern noticed in our study. We found that the external CT Reference three markers method has the char- 
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impact of CT slice thickness on volume and dose evaluation acteristics of instability and randomness, while the internal tumor information method could maximize the tumor outline and make the smaller deviation in volume estimations, especially for tumor volumes of <50 cm 3 , as well as slightly smaller change in CI. These findings showed a potential improvement in the workflow of scanning CT positioning images to obtain the targets and OAR closest to reality.
In the conventional CT scan for positioning, radiation oncologist positioned one patient and then placed three markers on surface skin or thermoplastic masks according to in-room lasers; an orthophoria topogram was scanned, followed by determining scan range and parameters; afterwards, spiral scanning was performed. Disadvantages of this method are potentially making three markers placed on the different slices, which can cause difficulty in setting the isocenter in TPS, and to potentially lose partial information on the largest section through the target during image reconstruction. An improvement in the workflow was raised in our study. In the improved workflow, the radiation oncologist determined the largest section through the target by reading the orthophoria topogram and then placed three markers on this area. Afterwards, the optimal slice thickness was estimated by tumor size and scan range, to not only ensure three markers on the same slice but also retain the largest section through the tumor during image reconstruction.
The limitation of this study was that the error introduced from chest wall motion in free breathing was not researched. Even so, it was obvious that the optimal slice thickness was crucial for the accurate evaluation of volumes and doses in targets and OAR of thoracic cancer RT.
Conclusion
CT slice thickness and reconstruction methods are important factors that influence the accurate definition of targets and OAR in thoracic cancer RT, except in respiratory motion. This study concludes that a CT slice thickness of <4 mm is suggested for small targets (<20 cm 3 ) in IMRT of thoracic cancer patients, to ensure treatment efficacy and minimize risk of normal tissue toxicity with RT. The reconstruction method by internal tumor information in TPS shows an advantage over the reconstruction by the external CT Reference markers method. An improved scanning workflow for positioning images is proposed to obtain the targets and OAR closest to the reality.
